Episode 67 – Unless Something Spectacular Happens, This is Gonna be a Really Dull Race
[Begin Audio Clip]
Maurice: Track temperature is 41 here at Magny‐Cours. We’ve had a text, keep them coming 84040. This is from
Scott in Norwich, he says: “Can you say hi to all the guys over at Sidepost… Sidepodcast. I can hardly say it.
Sidepodcast.com. Hello guys. They’re following the session online and are live commenting as well. Good for you,
thanks very much. I hope you’re enjoying it, I hope we’re bringing some information for you to talk about here…
[End Audio Clip]
Coming Up
Chris: This is Sidepodcast, Episode 67 – Unless Something Spectacular Happens, This is Gonna be a Really Dull Race.
Coming up on today’s show, we ditch the non‐news stories in favour of the Safety Car simulation, an easy Ferrari
weekend and the drop.io photos are claimed.
Intro
Me: Best intro ever.
Chris: Yea, that was Maurice Hamilton from Radio 5live.
Me: And saying hello.
Chris: To us.
Me: To all the live commenters on Sidepodcast.com. I think we have to thank Scott, we have to say there.
Chris: How cool is Scott?
Me: That is awesome. That’s following on from last week’s Le Mans…
Chris: Shoutout, yea.
Me: Scott’s gone one better. God knows what he’s going to do next week. I’m frightened to ask.
Good Week/Bad Week
Chris: It’s been a good week for Magny‐Cours as it looks like they’ll be hosting the French Grand Prix next year.
Bernie…
Me: No, no, no. We are not covering this story. We are not cluttering up the airwaves with this now. We fell for it
last year, we said goodbye to Magny‐Cours.
Chris: We did.
Me: It’s coming back next year, it’s complete nonsense. Forget it.
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Chris: Okay, we can just move on to the next one.
Me: Yea, something a bit more cheerful. As long as it’s not that other non‐news story of the week about the drivers
bleeding well striking. Because I don’t want to hear nothing about that.
Chris: Okay. Um, it’s been a bad week for fans of the British Grand Prix…
Me: Because of the drivers strike? Because the drivers might not turn up? Because they might all get together and
decide they’re not going to race? It’s never going to happen.
Chris: Yea, that’s not news either, is it?
Me: Move on. There’s no Formula 1 news this week, is there? Let’s just admit it.
Chris: Shall we just go on to qualifying?
Me: Yea.
Qualifying
Chris: Before we get to qualifying, there is just some stuff to cover from Free Practice. They did the safety car test for
the ECU thing.
Me: It panned out pretty much as the Renault podcast suggested it would do.
Chris: Did it?
Me: It was Free Practice 2 on Friday, although they did suggest it would also be Free Practice on Saturday, and I
don’t think it happened then, did it?
Chris: I didn’t see anything.
Me: No, it was mainly on the Friday afternoon, and what did we learn from it?
Chris: I really, really didn’t learn anything.
Me: We tried. We did pay attention, didn’t we?
Chris: I couldn’t tell. The only thing I could see was the marshals.
Me: Yea, waving the flag. Digi‐flag came on, safety car boards came out, obviously the safety car wasn’t deployed
because the cars were coming in the pits so they were practicing that bit of it. As a fan, as a viewer, none the wiser,
really. Didn’t really know what was going on in terms of who hit the button when they should have done and what
lap times anyone was doing.
Chris: It didn’t look like they were going any slower to me.
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Me: No, it didn’t, and you couldn’t consistently see that all the cars suddenly went bang and then slowed down. The
drivers weren’t that positive at the end of the day, were they?
Chris: There have been mixed reactions. We’ve got a couple of quotes. Rosberg said: “It’s a bit strange because at
first you look at your dashboard quite a lot and at the same time you’re probably going to be passing the incident
and everything. We will see. They need to find something to improve the current thing because there is too much
chance involved in terms of the result.”
Me: We did sort of expect that. If you’re driving along peering at your steering wheel, trying to hit a lap time…
Chris: It’s not a good thing, is it?
Me: No, going past an accident, you’re not really paying attention to what’s going on around you, or to other drivers.
Chris: It’s kind of like, the opposite of rubbernecking. Instead of looking at the accident, you’re not paying attention
to the road either.
Me: No, you’re peering at your steering wheel, and so is the driver behind you, and the driver in front of you and
nobody is really aware of what’s going on.
Chris: Button said: “I’ve tested it quite a lot so it’s not a problem. But the guy in front of me was going really slow
and wasn’t sticking to the lap time.”
Me: So what did he do at that point then? Presumably he had to slow down, because he can’t overtake, can he?
Chris: Why has he tested a lot?
Me: I don’t know. Maybe it’s something that Brawn thought he could get an advantage from. Not sure. Everyone’s
had a chance to test it, I guess maybe they put more effort into it than anyone else.
Chris: And de la Rosa said: “We hope we can have something better than what we have, especially before the end of
the year, but nothing is going to happen tomorrow. I mean, we are a few races away.”
Me: I think you can always tell when the drivers aren’t happy about something, when de la Rosa gets to do all the
talking. Nobody wants to speak up, and he’s sort of out of the drivers loop, but still part of the GPDA, and so he gets
all the bad jobs.
Chris: He becomes the spokesman.
Me: Yea, he gets to go out and say all these things that everyone else is thinking but no one else wants to go on the
record with.
Chris: They all think that they’ll shoot the messenger, might as well be de la Rosa.
Me: Exactly.
Chris: Aside from that, Friday wasn’t really that interesting, was it?
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Me: Certainly the first session, nothing really happened. Very, very quiet. Second session, more action, but really not
too much to get excited about on Friday.
Chris: But, it was made slightly more interesting in the live comments because we had a man on the inside.
Me: We did.
Chris: You may or may not have heard of Stuart Codling, he’s Deputy Editor of F1 Racing. I wrote a post a while back
discussing the impending changes of the magazine, and he responded, and since then he’s stuck around.
Me: Which we appreciate.
Chris: Absolutely. Well, he had a scoop for us on Friday. Autosport were reporting that Sutil had a problem with his
brakes during FP1, but Stuart said: “Sutil’s problem seemed to be related to a slip up in the pits. It happened under
my nose, he spun his tyres, set off from his marks but shot forward too far, and the marshalls wouldn’t let the
mechanics out into the pit lane to push him back.”
Me: France has a funny little pitlane, doesn’t it? It’s a little bit small and it has a lower speed limit than most tracks
because of the confined space. Force India being right at the end, Sutil overshot his marks a little bit, got a bit carried
away, and that was the end of his session. Autosport were correct in the fact that they suggested there was a
problem with the brakes. There was, the driver didn’t hit them in time and sailed right on.
Chris: In qualifying, Stuart was sat next to the guy that writes Button’s press releases, and said he was pretty
miserable about Honda’s performance so far. There was a classic comment: “Honda news just in: No specific car
problems, it’s just slow.”
Me: It was a bad day for Honda, wasn’t it?
Chris: I love that comment though. Honda News, no, there’s no news, it’s just bad.
Me: The thing is, if there’s no problems, what do you fix? How do you approach a problem like that? The car is just
slow, and they’ve got to find some more pace, and disappointing really. Almost as bad as last year, right now.
Chris: Well, on an optimistic point of view, Lady Snowcat came up with a headline for the press release. She said:
“Jenson Beats Two Multi‐Race Winners in Quali!”
Me: Uh, which was Fisichella, in the Force India, and his teammate Rubens Barrichello, in the same poor car, which
doesn’t have any problems.
Chris: Yep, right at the back.
Me: Just slow.
Chris: At the opposite end of the scale, it seemed to be an easy Ferrari weekend.
Me: It was a walkover, absolutely. Free Practice, no problems, and qualifying, they made it look too easy, didn’t
they? Kimi didn’t even need to do his final lap. Nothing like the qualifying we saw in Canada, which was right down
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to the dying seconds, just to see who got on pole. Kimi, he had a lap in hand, thought, I’ll just go back in the pits
then. No need to fight this one at all.
Chris: I guess Hamilton’s penalty robbed us of a qualifying battle, because Hamilton was the only one left to come
round, and Kimi knew wherever he ended up he was gonna go back ten places.
Me: Absolutely. There was a great discussion, I was reading on is it About.com, that Brad writes for? I think the
question he posed was does ten place grid drops from a previous race rob fans of their enjoyment and
entertainment, and is there another way of handing out penalties that doesn’t impede the fans. I think he’s on to
something there, because we definitely lost out because of that. I’m not saying the penalty wasn’t required, a
penalty was necessary for Hamilton, but it’s a shame because we lost a really good battle at the front in France.
Chris: Yea, there must be another solution, like docking them points or something.
Me: Knocking the championship points, that would work.
Chris: Unless they haven’t got any points. They could go into minus points.
Me: They could go into minus, couldn’t they? I’m sure there are many solutions, and many possible ways around not
influencing the next race or taking the problems across to the next race. Definitely, if you’re a Hamilton fan in
France, it was a bit of a shame, really, because whatever he did, it was never going to be enough, was it?
Chris: He looked really disappointed, though, kept apologising for all his errors.
Me: The first time round, he did make a small mistake, went off track, and I guess that might have dented his
confidence, or maybe he just didn’t have the car working on the lighter fuel load that he went into qualifying with.
Because it looked like he could have at least made it through to first and then ended up in 11th, and ending up 3rd
and dropping back to 13th obviously wasn’t in his game plan.
Chris: We did get proof in qualifying that McLaren are really good at strategy though.
Me: Which bit was that then?
Chris: Because they were obviously expecting the five place grid drop for Heikki. They saw it happen, they knew it
was coming.
Me: Yes, because Heikki held up Webber, and they were on the ball enough to understand or expect they would get
some kind of penalty, probably a five place drop. They changed his strategy, fuelled him heavier, so he wouldn’t be
as compromised come the race day.
Chris: That’s really smart.
Me: It was very smart and very impressive from their point of view, because I didn’t even consider it. I thought yea,
he might get a drop, oh never mind, and never even thought of it again until the announcement came out later on in
the evening.
Chris: Ferrari were also being quite smart because one of Kimi’s laps was going to be disallowed.
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Me: Because he put four wheels over the white line at the chicane.
Chris: Yea, it could have been disallowed, we never actually heard whether it was or not.
Me: Yea, we never got confirmation of whether or not that would actually happen, and Ferrari seemed to be playing
it safe by sending him out again. I guess it was no problem for them.
Chris: Well, better safe than sorry as they say.
Me: Exactly. It wasn’t like they were short of pace.
Chris: It seemed like a lot of cars were having troubles staying on the track.
Me: Trulli.
Chris: Yea, he kept on spinning.
Me: That made a change, haven’t seen that in a long time. Trulli facing the wrong way on a race track.
Chris: But like I said in the comments, the good thing is he always ends up the right way again.
Me: He’s getting great at catching that clutch, isn’t he? When was the last time you saw Trulli stall? Ten out of ten
for that.
Chris: At the bottom of the grid it was all teams together, like two Force India’s together, then two Honda’s, it was a
bit weird.
Me: Noah’s Ark is probably the phrase you’re looking for. Force India’s actually very disappointing. Are they ever,
ever going to make it into Q2, beginning of the year, that was their target. We really want to make it into Q2.
Chris: At the beginning of the year it looked possible. But they seem to be worse.
Me: They just seem to be getting further and further away. With Honda having such an off‐day, I thought they might
have a chance of jumping them, and they didn’t even manage to do that.
Chris: Fisichella is really starting to show up Sutil now, though.
Me: Yes. It’s hard to find a great thing to say about Sutil. Monaco excluded, which has probably saved his season,
there’s not a lot of great things you can say about his French qualifying.
Chris: So after all the action, it was time for us to make our predictions.
Me: Well, some of us. Some people managed to avoid putting their neck on the line this week.
Chris: Yea, I didn’t manage to make my predictions in time, but if I had have done, I would have predicted that
Massa probably would take the win, then Raikkonen, and then maybe Trulli. I know it sounds unusual, but…
Me: Miss Blachford, you are a liar. Tell me the predictions of the people who did put their neck out there and tell us.
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Chris: Well you predicted Kimi, Massa, Webber.
Me: Kimi, Massa… yes.
Chris: Some hope in Webber, there.
Me: Optimistic, I think.
Chris: We had Dan Brunell, he said Kimi, Massa, Kubica. Jordan Allen also an optimist, Massa, Button, Le Seb.
Me: What?
Chris: I know.
Me: He’s joking, isn’t he?
Chris: Lou said Kimi, Massa, Alonso, and Jordan, he left us a voicemail with his predictions, but he wasn’t around for
the race weekend so he was just taking a stab in the dark.
Me: What did he say?
Chris: He said Kimi, Kubica and Massa.
Me: So nobody quite as close as you may have been.
Chris: Yea, I’m too good, I can’t help it. We’ve got to take a short break now but join us momentarily when we’ll see
how close my predictions would have been, we’ll update Fantasy Racers and catch up with all your feedback.
[Jingle: “If you’ve got any comments or feedback, why not leave us a voicemail? It’s free if you’re a Skype user. Find
us under the username: sidepodcast. Or you can ring us in the UK on 0121 28 TRACK, internationally, it’s +44 121 28
87225. If you’re the more shy and retiring type, you can always email me Christine@sidepodcast.com”]
The Race
Chris: Talking of all our predictions, which we were before the break, it’s funny that everyone has Massa in there.
Me: Because?
Chris: Um because he hurt his neck, didn’t he?
Me: Yea, he had a sporting related injury, did he not?
Chris: He hurt his neck in a lift.
Me: Sneezing.
Chris: Sneezing in a lift.
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Me: Yea, um, most unlikely story of the weekend.
Chris: But the thing is, it’s so unlikely that why would he make that up? You wouldn’t think, do you know what, I’ve
hurt my neck but I don’t want anyone to know how I’ve done it, so I’ll say I sneezed in a lift.
Me: And it’s something to do with the lift was going up…
Chris: And I was sneezing downwards. You just wouldn’t, would you?
Me: I’ve never heard such nonsense in my life.
Chris: I would say, you know, I hurt my neck stretching, or picking up a box, or some kind of…
Me: Yes, well, you hurt… If I remember rightly, you hurt your neck at the beginning of the year because you slept
funny.
Chris: I did, yea.
Me: Yea, you basically went to sleep and woke up wrong.
Chris: Yea.
Me: Which is better, actually, than sneezing in a lift. Honesty may be not the best policy.
Chris: You know how we love live commenting?
Me: Mmm, certainly do.
Chris: I think it’s always good to start a thread like this, Dan Brunell said: “Good morning everybody. Unless
something spectacular happens, this is gonna be a really dull race.”
Me: Yea, straight out of the Ministry of Stating the Bleedin’ Obvious, that one.
Chris: That’s a Murray Walker comment, that.
Me: Well done Dan. Presumably he’s in a different time zone, is he just going to bed, or just waking up, do you
think?
Chris: Something like that, I don’t know which.
Me: Yea, you know it’s going to be a good race when you start with things like that.
Chris: The start was mostly incident free except for Button, but Alonso, he had a poor, poor start.
Me: Yea, Nelson Piquet Jr doing much better in the same car, so it wasn’t the car’s fault and we now know that
Alonso wasn’t heavy.
Chris: No, he was super light. About 15 laps I think.
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Me: Yea, 4 laps lighter than everybody else. Not a stellar performance for Alonso. Not a great qualifying, being light,
he was fourth behind Lewis and then moved up a place, then made a very, very slow getaway.
Chris: He lost two places on the start to Trulli and Kubica, although he did manage to get back on the BMW.
Me: That was a good overtaking manoeuvre, I would have thought, though, that he would have made lighter work of
Trulli than he did.
Chris: Yea, but Trulli was having a fantastic day.
Me: He was, that Toyota was well hooked up and you can’t fault his driving and you can’t fault the way he handled
the race, but Alonso was lighter and that car should have been quicker and he didn’t do anything about him. He just
dropped farther and farther back.
Chris: But it’s not called a Trulli train for no reason.
Me: No there was only one carriage in the Trulli train to start with, farther back, you had Hamilton was battling with
Vettel. Didn’t really make that move stick, did he?
Chris: Well, he kinda did, he had got past him but then he sort of outbraked himself in the corner and went straight
over.
Me: Yea, was the penalty harsh?
Chris: I think it probably was because he was bound to get him at some point anyway.
Me: Yes, it was only a matter of time, and Vettel…
Chris: I don’t think it had a major… if they’d have left it, I don’t think it would have had a major effect on the race.
Me: No. I guess he could have… Lewis could have decided to let Vettel past and had another go, another lap later.
That option was open for him.
Chris: That probably would have been a better option.
Me: Yea, I guess he was hell bent on going forward, as you would do in that position, and his car was set up to
overtake and to fight, and he was reasonably light on fuel, and he took the place and kept going.
Chris: From his thoughts, he didn’t think he’d done anything wrong, and I don’t expect McLaren told him until he’d
got the penalty.
Me: No, I’m surprised McLaren didn’t clarify with the stewards, whether or not he needed to give that place back
and I wonder what went on between McLaren and the stewards in order to leave the guy out there such that he
would incur a drive through penalty.
Chris: He wasn’t hanging about though, was he? Hamilton. He clipped Kovalainen on the way past there.
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Me: Something flew off of one of the cars, very difficult to tell which one suffered the problem. It looked like it could
have been Lewis’ front wing.
Chris: Yea, it didn’t seem to do too much damage though.
Me: Didn’t slow him down. Just slightly outbraked himself and he just clipped the back of his teammate.
Chris: And then when he was trying to get past Alonso, he just bumped into him.
Me: It was a bit of a thump. Similar, in fact, to the move Nelson pulled in Canada, I thought.
Chris: Yea, I didn’t approve of it then either.
Me: No, and I’m sure Alonso won’t forget it in a hurry but it was a clean move and nobody lost any wheels and
everybody continued as they were, although obviously Hamilton in front of Alonso.
Chris: Is it an understatement to say that Raikkonen had a serious problem?
Me: Yes, it never ceases to amaze me, this season, how Ferrari can manage to throw away an easy 1‐2 in the way
they did. I mean, it almost was a race ending problem for Raikkonen.
Chris: Literally could have gone up in flames.
Me: And it wasn’t like he had to push the car particularly hard. I suppose he was racing Massa, and I suppose he was
giving it the full beans in order to make sure that he came through the pit stops in front, however they should have
been able to control this race and manage this race, and they should not have had a single problem throughout the
entire duration of the hour and a half. But they still managed to get themselves into a situation where it looked like
only one car was going to finish.
Chris: I don’t understand how something like that can happen, I mean, how does your exhaust pipe fall off and then
burn away a massive hole in the car? Never seen it before.
Me: It’s a first. Well, it didn’t fall clean off, either, did it? That was another big problem.
Chris: No, it took a while.
Me: Should he or shouldn’t he have been called into the pits, is another debate which I’m sure will rage for a while
to come. It can only be a manufacturing defect. Somebody did weld the right bit to the right section and it melted
during the race.
Chris: So should he have come in? You brought it up.
Me: Yea, I think he probably should have because it was flailing around, it was red hot, it was dangerous. If that had
flown off and smacked a driver in the visor, somebody following him, that could have been very, very bad. If it had
flown off and hit somebody in the crowd, that would also have been dangerous. So, yes, considering really it
wouldn’t have been that difficult to fix, and he still had an advantage over the car behind him which was, at the time,
Trulli, wasn’t it? It wasn’t like he was going to fall back into Trulli’s clutches and it wasn’t like if he did, he couldn’t
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overtake him again. So I think he should have been called in, and I think Ferrari should have done the sensible thing
and yanked the offending pipe off.
Chris: It’s kind of like when he had that problem with his tyres when he was at McLaren, I don’t know when, but
when he almost took out Button.
Me: Nurburgring. Yes, well McLaren left him out and said that tyre’s going to be absolutely fine and it wasn’t
absolutely fine, and that nearly caused an almighty accident and taken out another driver. That was a dangerous
thing to do, and I think this is similar.
Chris: He just likes to keep on going, doesn’t he?
Me: You can’t bring him in, can you? You can’t stop him, once he’s out on that track. It should have been the
stewards decision to bring him in though, they should have forced Ferrari to do that, and they didn’t and I think that
was the second bad call from the stewards during this race.
Chris: Despite the problem, Raikkonen did get the fourth fastest lap in a row of the races, if that makes sense.
Me: Yes, in the past four races, Kimi Raikkonen has won the DHL Fastest Lap award.
Chris: The what?
Me: Well, I didn’t have a lot of confidence when I said that. I think it’s…
Chris: There’s an award?
Me: It’s some marketing thing.
Chris: There’s an award for getting the fastest lap, I did not know this.
Me: I think they might have done it last year as well, it’s not widely promoted, which is obviously a bit rubbish for a
promotional thing. I think it’s listed on Formula1.com, and it must be a Bernie invention to make more money out of
someone.
Chris: Out of DHL.
Me: Yea, they give out an award for people going fast. Presumably it signifies how fast they deliver stuff. They’re a
delivery company, right?
Chris: Couriers, yea.
Me: There you go, it works on me. I know the logo is yellow, that’s as much as I know about them. Anyway, four
races, that’s really good.
Chris: So, he’s broken his own record now, hasn’t he?
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Me: He’s equalled his own record. He’s had a four race streak before, so if he does… if he makes the fastest lap in
Silverstone he will have beaten his own record and he will be up there with the top three drivers who’ve managed to
do that.
Chris: It’s entirely possible as well because he’s good at Silverstone.
Me: Yea, it’s a Ferrari track again, coming up, and it’s well within his abilities to do that.
Chris: So it looked for a long time like Raikkonen might retire but he didn’t, and in fact the only person that did retire
was Button.
Me: Yes, Raikkonen was walking wounded, but he brought the car home. Button couldn’t do any such thing, at one
point he was off the track, almost in the wall, with his front wing buried underneath him.
Chris: Tucked up under his nose.
Me: And that must have caused some form of damage, did he say in the post‐race press release what the problem
was? He didn’t go into that, did he?
Chris: Yea, he bumped into Bourdais.
Me: Oh, is that what caused the issue? Caused the front wing to fall off?
Chris: Yea.
Me: It didn’t fall off till another lap later, did it?
Chris: There was damage, we didn’t see it, so we only can tell what they said.
Me: Not an impressive showing from the man.
Chris: And later on Bourdais had bodywork flying off all over the place.
Me: Yea, he lost his floor, and Barrichello… didn’t Barrichello start right at the back? He had a gearbox change.
Chris: He did, a last minute gearbox change.
Me: So, bad, bad, bad news for Honda. Can we think of anything good to say about them? No, we really can’t.
Chris: No, the problem is, they were expecting to be good here, and so if you’re expecting to be good, that’s bad
news.
Me: They’ve fallen farther and farther back at each test.
Chris: If you know it’s not your track, then that’s fine.
Me: Like at Canada, they thought Canada’s not gonna be us, we’re not going to do well there, and Barrichello did.
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Chris: So, that was a good surprise. But here, they were expecting to be good, and they weren’t, so that’s a bad
surprise.
Me: They were nowhere. They were worse than you could possibly imagine and I can’t think of anything positive to
bring from their weekend.
Chris: Bourdais had more problems than just bodywork flying everywhere, though, he also had issues with blue flags.
Me: Yes, because Raikkonen caught up with him, and so he had to pull over to let him past, at exactly the point that
the guy had exhaust trouble and started to fall back again.
Chris: The blue flags were still being waved but Bourdais was catching up with Raikkonen.
Me: Yea, it’s a rare thing, it’s not going to happen that often.
Chris: It’s not very fair, though.
Me: That’s an unfortunate coincidence, and I guess the information hadn’t been passed to the marshals, but the
thing is, had Bourdais been as quick as Vettel, he’d have been farther up the road, and he wouldn’t have had that
problem.
Chris: That’s a rubbish excuse, you can’t say that.
Me: What happened to home advantage?
Chris: Yea, that’s true.
Me: The home crowd behind him and he…
Chris: He never shone at all, the whole weekend.
Me: Not at all. Not an impressive turnout for him, and Vettel did much better.
Chris: It wasn’t exactly an outstanding performance by Vettel but he did finish ahead of Heidfeld. Although, you
know, is that really saying much.
Me: After last race, he finished in front of the guy who came second, and almost won it.
Chris: Yea, but, this race, not so much.
Me: I don’t know what happened. We had one test between Canada and this race, and somehow BMW have lost
their way.
Chris: Heidfeld was supposed to have all that extra practice, really didn’t help, did it?
Me: I would say it was more of a hindrance. If anything, he’s more confused about what to do in qualifying. At one
point, he almost didn’t make it through Q1.
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Chris: Williams were in the same boat, though. They were very poor this weekend.
Me: They failed to impress is the polite way of saying they were rubbish, and there’s not really anything else I can
add to that. It’s a bit harsh. Kazuki went backwards and ended up just in front of his team mate who had a ten place
drop, and started heaviest of everybody, almost at the back, only ahead of Rubens. Really, no stellar performance at
all from them.
Chris: I thought Rosberg might have made up some places at the start of the race.
Me: Being so heavy?
Chris: Well, just being better than those at the back, but he really didn’t, he just stayed at the back the whole time.
Me: Did they overfill him? Did they work his tyres too hard? I don’t know, the strategy didn’t work out at all, did it? It
looked at one point like he could come forward, and really, no, nothing.
Chris: We were predicted rain and thunderstorms, I didn’t see nothing. There was a little bit of rain but hardly worth
writing home about, I mean, that’s the most uninteresting rain I’ve ever seen in my life. They didn’t have to change
tyres or anything.
Me: No, they drove through it. I tell you something, the long range weather forecasts this year, are becoming more
and more accurate, aren’t they? Because they were correct for Monaco, they were correct for Canada, and here they
predicted very little rain, and as it got closer to the weekend, there was rumours of thunderstorms, and it looked like
before the race began, there would be rain at some point. But it really didn’t happen in a way that would have
materially affected anything.
Chris: FOM keep getting it wrong. You see these little messages come up saying 30 minutes till rain, nothing.
Me: I did say somewhere, I wrote somewhere or maybe commented, that the home of Meteo‐France, FOM’s
approved or preferred weather supplier…
Chris: You’d think they could get it right in their home country.
Me: They might be aware of the weather systems in France more than any other country, and still wrong.
Chris: I don’t remember seeing much of Webber or Coulthard.
Me: Coulthard I didn’t really see at all, and following on from his podium, and his qualifying was good.
Chris: That’s quite disappointing, isn’t it?
Me: Not a great race. Webber almost threw it off the road, coming out of the last chicane.
Chris: I didn’t see that.
Me: I think ITV, ITV went to adverts, so I caught it on the replays at the end of the FOM stream. He basically came
out of the last corner and the back spun around, and he spun it, but he saved it, however he lost a place to Alonso in
the process.
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Chris: But later on Webber got the place back, and Alonso had the indignity of being overtaken by his teammate.
Me: Come on, come on Nelson.
Chris: It was ridiculous.
Me: That was, well, it was unexpected. Nelson’s first points of the season. Nelson’s first points in Formula 1.
Chris: Yea, it was brilliant, but slightly unexpected. You wouldn’t think Alonso would make that kind of mistake.
Me: Embarrassing, he must have been embarrassed under that helmet. He got it wrong and he let his teammate
through.
Chris: So, Piquet has his first points. The only drivers without points, Force India.
Me: Both of them. None for Sutil, which in fairness is not his fault.
Chris: No, that’s a shame.
Me: That’s Kimi’s fault. He owes him some points. And Fisichella, although driving better than Sutil, still hasn’t got
the pace to make it up into the points and doesn’t have the luck, either.
Chris: Whilst we’re on the subject of stats and things, Toyota haven’t been on the podium since Australia 2006. That
was the third race of the season, and it was Ralf.
Me: It was good to see him up there. It was good, after we had the Red Bull last race, now we’ve got a Toyota in
third place.
Chris: I kinda wanted it to be Kovalainen, but then with the tribute and everything to Andersson, it made sense.
Me: I was torn, as I think a couple of people were. I wanted them both to be up there, really. I sort of, in a very mean
way, wanted Kimi to drop back two places, so they both got bumped up and he got fourth, just because it would
have been really nice to see Heikki on the podium again, after all his bad luck. It was really good to see Trulli up
there.
Chris: I like that it was racing until the very last lap.
Me: It was, it was. And the last move between Heikki and Trulli, where do you stand on that one?
Chris: It’s weird, because there’s talk that they think maybe Trulli should be punished for that, but it seems to me he
had the racing line the whole time, Kovalainen just came up from behind, went too fast, and cut across the chicane.
Me: Yea, Trulli never put a foot wrong, and I can see no reason for complaint from anyone from that point of view.
Heikki, it looked like he had a run on him but he just ran out of track, and he should have held back but he didn’t. He
careered over the asphalt, the green asphalt.
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Chris: The only other thing I have to say is that everyone was expecting it to be a dull race, and it wasn’t, and there
hasn’t been a dull race this year, it’s been brilliant.
Me: Spain, well, there was Heikki’s crash in Spain. If it wasn’t for that it wouldn’t have mixed up the order that much.
Chris: I would say that was the least exciting but I still wouldn’t say dull.
Me: No, we expected the Spanish Grand Prix, it rarely gives us a good race.
Chris: I’ve seen worse.
Me: And the French Grand Prix is renowned for giving us processions, so we’ve been very lucky. I don’t know if it’s
entirely down to the rules. I mean, the weather’s mixed up the races a lot, we’ve been quite lucky.
Chris: And the competition is so fierce, I guess.
Me: It’s been great, it’s great racing at the moment, and long may it continue.
Chris: So Massa’s leading the championship now.
Me: He is, you wouldn’t have thought that.
Chris: I wouldn’t have put money on it.
Me: Never, certainly not at the beginning of this year. You take away traction control and the guy does better than
he’s ever done before.
Chris: I also thought it was quite interesting that McLaren seem to be falling further and further behind in the
constructors.
Me: Yes, they keep making mistakes.
Chris: Ferrari keep winning and BMW keep being consistent.
Me: Yes, well, you say consistent.
Chris: Except for Heidfeld.
Me: Heidfeld was consistently slow today, but again, it’s all mixed up. It’s another change in the championship lead,
and it keeps all these things exciting and interesting for us.
Chris: There’s no change at the top of our Fantasy Racers league, either.
Me: Ah, I see what you did there.
Chris: Nice link, huh?
Me: Cheesy.
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Chris: Yea, but before we get to the top five, I just wanted to say Alianora joined. She’s been meaning to since the
start basically.
Me: And how did she do this week?
Chris: Um, her team is called Alianora La Canta’s Dragon Team, she got 487 points, which is pretty damn good.
Me: Significantly more than I did.
Chris: You got 378, I got 348.
Me: So I managed to pull a little bit ahead of you, just slightly.
Chris: I went down slightly.
Me: Well, that makes a change.
Chris: In fifth place, it’s night racers with 3801, fourth is shimanoxc with 3882, in third is NG Racing with 3890, in
second Fledglings with 3921 but at the top Scuderia Bigotez with 4024.
Me: First man with 4000. We seem to have lost our favourite team name from the top five. The Rubber Baby Buggy
Bumpers. I’m not even going to try and say it together.
Chris: Said very carefully.
Me: When I say it fast it comes out rude.
Chris: They’re down in 18th, which is such a shame.
Me: That’s a relief, let’s be honest.
Chris: A couple of facts and figures for you, the team dropping the most was Perfect Lineup, slipping 17 places.
That’s quite ironic, don’t you think? Wasn’t the perfect lineup for them. And the team that rose the most…
Me: That’s unfortunate, that’s not ironic
Chris: The team that rose the most was Lynch Mob who went up 16 places. Kubica remains the most efficient driver
with Trulli closing in on him fast. I’ve uploaded the updated spreadsheet to drop.io. It’s still not too late to join really,
because I am very, very bad, and Alianora’s already shown us up. She’s only been in one week.
Me: I think she’s on course to beat us by the end of the year, already.
Chris: All you have to do is go to FantasyRacers.com and sign up for a team, and then our join our private league.
Me: Which is?
Chris: The number is 118 and the password is franck.
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Feedback
[Begin Voicemail]
Matt: Hey guys, I’m Matt, a student from Australia. I’m 17, I’ve been meaning to call since before the Australian
Grand Prix, but you know, got a bit distracted and downloaded Skype one week and installed it the next. I’m gonna
send a picture from the Australian Grand Prix. I’m the one with the Red Bull cap and the guy next to me is the guy
who got me into Grand Prix racing, into F1. As an Australian, I’m a good supporter of Mark and yea, I reckon he’s a
pretty good driver, so I was pretty devastated when I saw him limping round in Australia with that little touch, that
was pretty annoying. But he seems to have done alright since then so you know, bit of a tough race in Canada, but
he should be alright.
[End Voicemail]
Chris: It took four months to get Skype installed?
Me: Don’t be mean.
Chris: I’m just joking.
Me: Just because Mark’s having a good season, don’t be mean to the guy. Actually, you know, if you’re a Mark
Webber supporter, one of his best seasons to date, I think. It’s got to be said, the guy’s doing well, the car’s coming
together. Missed out obviously on the podium in Canada, but I think it’s building up slowly. It’s a slow burning
season.
Chris: We had more from Matt, though. Here he’s talking about the Fantasy Racers league.
[Begin Voicemail]
Matt: In the Fantasy Racers league, I’m shimano xc, I think I got a mention once when I was fifth or something, but
I’m about sixth now. That’s a bit of fun. Thanks again, I really appreciate what you’re doing.
[End Voicemail]
Chris: So all those times we called it shimanoxc, that was wrong.
Me: That’s since day 1. That was almost one of the first names we read out, if I recall, in the big long list. Shimano xc.
Apparently he named it after a shoe.
Chris: Oh right.
Me: We lost that bit on the voicemail, but yea.
Chris: Anyway, he’s actually fourth. He said he was sixth, but he’s fourth, so doing better than he himself knows.
Me: Yes, he’s improved. Very good. It’s nice to put a name and a face to the team.
Chris: And one last snippet from Matt, he’s got a little plug.
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[Begin Voicemail]
Matt: A great site that you guys have been asking for sites, so I thought I would give you a site that I’m part of. It’s
geared toward Mark, obviously, but we do welcome everyone, and it’s a really great bunch of people, mostly
Aussies, with a couple of Americans and Brits, and you’re welcome to drop in and post a comment ever now and
again. So, that’s MarkWebberForum.com.
[End Voicemail]
Me: Matt actually had more to say, it was a longer voicemail than that, but we don’t have time to play it this week.
Hopefully we can bounce it onto another site, because it’s really good insight and we do appreciate those voicemails.
Chris: Absolutely, we want to hear your opinions, we want to hear about the sites that you like, and we want to hear
about your Fantasy Racers experience. I promise I won’t get upset if you’re doing better than me. Leave us a
voicemail, the number is 0121 28 TRACK, that’s 0121 28 87225. We have been getting some really, really long ones,
like 20 minutes or so, and whilst we love them, it’s a lot of work for us.
Me: It’s a whole podcast, in fact.
Chris: Yea, we can’t really play out 20 minutes of voicemail on our show.
Me: I wonder if we should do a long podcast special.
Chris: Maybe.
Me: Because we’re building up a collection of opinions that we haven’t had time to play on the show. Maybe we
should do something with those. Give us your opinions in the comments, or with the voicemail. That may not help
the situation.
Chris: I should just say that your chances of getting on the show, or getting all of your opinion heard is more if it’s
shorter, but we love them all.
Me: Don’t stop those voicemails coming. We want more. More voicemails. What’s the number?
Chris: 0121 28 87225.
Me: Brilliant.
[Sweeper]
Chris: You know last week, I said our Facebook’s got up to 250 people.
Me: Yes you did.
Chris: Now it’s up to 275.
Me: Is that because we gave it a bit of a plug?
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Chris: Could be, so I’m talking about it again.
Me: We got a good comment on the site saying thanks for posting the Facebook link, so I’m assuming a couple of
people were looking for it but couldn’t find it. So we’ll do it again this week.
Chris: We’re so good at promotion, aren’t we?
Me: We’re hopeless, aren’t we? We don’t have a clue. This week we’ll put it on the show notes again. If you’re
looking for the Facebook group, go to Sidepodcast.com, find the show notes for this show.
Chris: Episode 67.
Me: Episode 67, it’ll be somewhere near the top, and on there somewhere will be the Facebook link to the
Sidepodcast group.
Chris: Things I’ve noticed on Facebook this week, Andrew Pegg posted a great discussion about one car teams. He
said: “I was thinking the other day about F1, as you do, and got onto the idea of single car F1 teams. Is there a rule
that says a team has to have two cars on the grid? At the moment there are ten teams, twenty cars. I’ve heard that
Bernie or the FIA would allow up to twelve teams in the championship, I think they should use these last four spots
for four single car teams. The benefit for the fans would be the more cars, the merrier, the teams wouldn’t have to
spend so much money on manufacturing all the parts, also the team would be a single unit focused on one drivers
style, likes and dislikes, and therefore could be quite competitive if they got the right people. The disadvantage
would be that they wouldn’t really be in the running for the manufacturer’s championship. I would like to hear what
everybody else thinks.”
Me: I wish you’d have pre‐warned me on this one because I might have been able to do some research. The honest
answer is, I think, there is a rule to state there must be two cars per team.
Chris: It would be good if there wasn’t.
Me: It used to be the case, single car entrants. But I think it encouraged people to turn up with no money and no
backing and to cause a bit of a riot at the back of the grid and then to go home again. This was back in the days when
there was pre‐qualifying.
Chris: Yea, but these days you have to be good in qualifying to get anyway, and also it’s not like they’re going to be
rubbish cars or anything, because you’ve got to pass all the tests.
Me: Possibly. There was talk that there may need to be three car teams, if anyone else falls off the back of the grid,
they might need to beef up the number of cars there, so everybody would have to run three, which would be even
worse.
Chris: The only thing I can think is that no one is really going to have enough money to just run one car.
Me: Yes, economies of scale says that two is better than one.
Chris: At least if you’ve got two, you’ve got double the sponsorship and everything.
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Me: It’s a good idea, though. I like left of field thinking, and a good discussion on Facebook. If anyone has any
thoughts on that, probably the best place to go is onto the Facebook group and follow that thread.
Chris: I also noticed some new photos this week. Lee has posted some that he took in Canada, there’s a great one of
David Coulthard which you can see on the enhanced podcast now. And there’s also some of the Ferraris as well.
Me: Didn’t you tell me earlier in the week that the anonymous person who posted all those photos in drop.io. Who
was that?
Chris: I had an email. It was from Red, and he said: “I was listening the episode 66 enhanced podcast when I heard
and saw mention of the photos I took in Montreal. I was chuffed to say the least. I live in Ottawa, a two‐hour drive
from Montreal, and have attended the last two Canadian GPs. I go with a couple of guys from work, one of whom
was attending his 18th. We’re there for the full three days and it’s a blast. Between the all day racing, this year
included Formula BMW, Ferrari Challenge, and Porsche GT3 Cup races, and the way the city lets loose at night, I urge
you to get to Montreal by any means necessary.”
Me: Not the first person to say that.
Chris: “Most of the pictures were taken from my seat on the hairpin, it’s one of the best vantage points on the circuit
and certainly has been the place to be the last two years, what with Kubica’s crash in 2007 and Massa’s double pass
this year. I’m only four rows up so you can literally feel the cars when they’re braking from 300 km/h to 60, cutting
the kerb with half a tyre on the grass, and then putting their foot down for the long back straight. Monaco may be
the only other circuit where you get this close to the action.”
Me: Can you tell me how come everybody seems to have gone to the Canadian Grand Prix. We’ve got Lee’s photos
on Facebook, and you’ve got Red’s photos on drop.io. Somebody else posted a video they took from the first lap
onto drop.io from the Canadian Grand Prix. Almost everybody seems to have gone to Canada.
Chris: Dryden went, and Drew was there.
Me: F1 Wolf was there. Do you know anybody, other than Stuart, who was there on official business, who went to
the French Grand Prix? No photos have turned up from the French Grand Prix, nobody’s said, by the way, I’m there.
Chris: No.
Me: No videos. Nothing on Facebook group, everybody was in Canada. Sounds like the place to be.
Chris: Talking of Dryden Sean Lewis in Canada, do you remember that picture of the girl that we put on the podcast
last week?
Me: No.
Chris: Yes you do.
Me: No, I think we should show it again just to jog my memory.
Chris: Well, we’re not going to show it again. Steven Roy said it’s okay putting pictures of girls on the show but what
about the pictures that the girls want to see of the men?
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Me: Yes. It’s a good point. You can’t argue with that kind of reasoning, can you?
Chris: I think someone might have taken it a bit too far, because on drop.io, there was like, 3,000 pictures of Nelson
Piquet with his top off.
Me: I really liked…
Chris: You really liked them?
Me: No, no, no. I liked this thread of conversation, can you let me finish? There wasn’t a pause there. I was just
catching my breath. I liked this thread of conversation because a lot of anonymous people seemed to come out of
the woodwork, because none of the pictures, no one took any responsibility for the pictures, and apparently there is
a Nelson Piquet Jr fan.
Chris: There was like 3,000 pictures.
Me: Yea, but no one’s laying claim to them, no one’s coming forward and saying I am Nelson Piquet Jr’s fan.
Chris: Well maybe they will after this week.
Me: Yes, so I think we need to pick a picture in order to redress the balance. Do you have a particular favourite from
drop.io?
Chris: Of Piquet?
Me: Well, yea, it’s essentially of a man with his shirt off. If you’re watching the enhanced podcast now, this is
Christine’s favourite picture.
Chris: No, it’s just Piquet with his top off. It’s not my favourite picture or anything.
Me: Surely it’s your preferred one out of the collection available to you to choose from.
Chris: Yea, I guess so.
Me: You’ll concede that much.
Chris: Drop.io is useful for when we play the F1 games.
Me: It’s bigger and better this week, thanks to the guys from drop.io, who have given us an extra 4GB to play with.
Chris: What we’ve been doing, and I say we, I wasn’t really that involved because I keep going to sleep.
Me: You were working, actually, it seems to be a late night deal. Playing games.
Chris: I’m either sorting out a podcast or sleeping, it’s really unfair. Anyway, what you’ve been doing is seeking out
the best F1 games on the web, then all playing them and posting your results pages to drop.io.
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Me: What I’ve been doing is getting my backside well and truly kicked by all and sundry.
Chris: I tell you what, the competition is fierce.
Me: It is, isn’t it? I don’t think I’ve won anything yet. Z‐Baumgartner is doing a great, great job on the BMW pit stop
game.
Chris: Yep, and Steven Roy is also really good at some of them.
Me: He’s wiping the floor with us on the Top Gear game. In fact, on the Top Gear game, he’s doing a bit of
promotion for Sidepodcast, because every time he gets a really good score, he’s putting his name as
Sidepodcast.com, into the Top Gear results page. And he’s got some really good times.
Chris: Makes us look good.
Me: If somebody thought it was us, then yes. I’m sure no one thinks it’s you doing that.
Chris: How rude.
Me: Even the guys at Top Gear don’t believe you’re doing that. But if you’re interested in what games we’re playing
and what’s going on, then definitely check out drop.io/sidepodcast and you’ll see the latest and greatest scores and
the games we’re playing right now.
Chris: At least Steven Roy can get the name Sidepodcast right though. Did you hear Maurice Hamilton get it wrong?
Sideposcast, what’s that?
Me: I might have listened to that a couple of times, and again, thanks to Scott, it opened the show. Can we close the
show with a bit more Maurice?
Chris: Again?
Me: Is that overdoing it? I really love it.
Chris: It is great.
Me: One more time from Maurice and we’ll say goodbye from Sideposcast. We will be at testing this week.
Chris: I think we should go and register Sideposcast…
Me: Just in case people think that’s what we’re called.
Chris: Yea. Sideposcast.com.
Me: Yea, we’ll be at testing this week, at some point, Silverstone testing, and hopefully, during the weekend, we’ll
bring you the latest and greatest news from the world of F1 at Silverstone.
[Begin Audio Clip]
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Maurice: Can you say hi to all the guys over at Sidepost… Sidepodcast. I can hardly say it. Sidepodcast.com. Hello
guys.
[End Audio Clip]
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